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Abstract
Thirty male and thirty female undergraduate students
participated in a divided visual

field study designed to

examine the effects of emotional content on cerebral
lateral asymmetries in the processing of verbal stimuli.
The study uti1ized a randomized block design with a threefactor factorial arrangement of treatments.

Each of the

three within-subjects factors has two levels, resulting in
a Task (lexical, affect—salient) x Word Type (happy, sad)
x Visual Field (leftf r i g h t ) design.

A bilateral

presentation/manual response paradigm was ut i 1ized.

In

the lexical task, emotional words were paired with
nonsense words and subjects were asked to respond to the
"real English word".

In the affeet-salient task, happy

and sad words were paired with neutral words and subjects
were asked to response to the "emotional w o r d " .

Both

accuracy and response time data were measured and
reported.

Based on current theoretical models of cerebral

organization and emotion, it was proposed that attention
to the affective content of words would effect cerebral
processing, resulting in a left visual

field/right

hemisphere advantage for sad words and a right visual
field/left hemisphere advantage for happy words.
signi ficant main effect

for visual

three-way task x word type x visual
predicted.

A

field and signi ficant
field interaction was

Analysis of variance with repeated measures
ix

found a significant effect of visual field, with a RVF/LH
advantage in both accuracy and speed of processing words.
The task x word type x visual field interaction was
significant for response speed only, and results were
opposite to those predicted.

A word type x visual field

effect was found in the lexical task but not the affectsalient task.

Between-subject variability was significant

and individual laterality indecis were calculated on the
accuracy data for each subject on each task.

The results

were discussed in terms of the proposed theoretical models
and methodological concerns of divided visual field
studi es.

x

Introduction
A vast amount o-f research has accumulated on the
nature o-f cerebral

laterality in man since the pioneering

papers presented by Dax in 1836 (in Springer & Deutsch,
1981), and Broca in 1861 and 1865 (in Corbal1 is, 1983).
Cerebral

laterality refers to the anatomical and

functional differences o-f the cerebral hemispheres.
Cerebral dominance is used to refer to the superiority in
functioning of a given hemisphere as related to lateral
asymmetries.

Early clinical observations and post-mortem

examinations of patients suffering from speech
di sturbances

(aphasias)

identified two general findings

upon which subsequent research has been based:

1) the

existence of primari1y contralateral sensory and motor
connections between the brain and body, and 2) a dominant
hemisphere, usually the l e f t , which is more important in
1anguage functions than the non-domi nant hemi sphere
(Wexler,

1980).

Hundreds of studies, clinical and experimental, have
examined the nature of cerebral laterality using a wide
array of stimuli, tasks, dependent measures, and
experimental manipulations and a comprehensive review of
this 1arge body of research is beyond the scope of this
pap e r .

As the purpose of this study is to examine the

relationship of language and emotion to cerebral
laterality, the literature review will be limited to
research conducted in these areas.

Cerebral Laterality and Language
Neuropsychological Studies
Clinical observations.

Early clinical observations

and post-mortem studies found that disturbances of
language and speech were associated with left hemisphere
damage

(particularly in the temporal

right hemishpere damage
1874).

(Broca,

lobe), as opposed to

1861; Dax,

1865; Wernicke,

More recently , Milner has examined a number of

patients with unilateral brain lesions or surgical removal
of specific brain areas, and found that the left frontal
lobe is particulary important for verbal fluency

(Milner,

1964), while the left temporal lobe is important for
verbal memory

(Milner,

1968).

Further support for a left hemisphere superiority in
language was provided by a test developed to assess
laterality of speech for patients about to undergo surgery
for chronic epilepsy.
Rasmussen,

In a technique pioneered by Wada &

(1960), sodium amytal is injected into the

carotid artery on one side of the brain, resulting in a
temporary inhibition of functioning in that side of the
brain.

The patient is questioned, following the injection

to each side of the brain in turn, and suppression of
speech is assummed to indicate the hemishpere with primary
language representation.

Studies reviewing the results of

these sodium amytal procedures consistently found that the

majority o-f patients, especially right-handers, have
speech represented in the left hemisphere

(Milner,

1975).

Another technique, assessing verbal functions
following unilateral electroconvulsant therapy

(ECT), has

demonstrated language laterality consistent with the
sodium amytal findings.

Patients receiving unilateral ECT

for depression were far more likely to have language
disturbances following left hemisphere stimulation than
right hemisphere stimulation
Warrington & Pratt,
1978).

(Pratt & Warrington,

1972;

1973; Geffen, Traub, St Stierman,

Based on pooled data from a number of sodium

amytal and ECT studies, 97% of right-handed and 68% of
left handed patients demonstrated a left hemisphere
dominance for speech representation
Dichotic listening studies.

(Corballis,

1983).

Research utilizing a

dichotic listening technique has also found evidence
supporting the left hemisphere's superiority for language.
In the dichotic 1istening technique, subjects are
presented with different auditory stimuli simultaneously
to both ears.

They are then asked to make a judgement or

response based on that input.

Though the auditory

pathways from each ear transmit stimuli to both
contralateral and ipsilateral auditory cortices, research
has shown that crossed

(contralateral) pathways tend to

have more fibers and faster transmission times than

ipsilateral -fibers have

(Majkowski, Bachenck, Bochenck,

Knapi k-Fi jalkowska, & Kopec,

1971; Rosenzweig,

1951).

The

reasoning then followed that information from stimuli
presented to the right ear would reach the left hemisphere
f i r s t , and information presented to the left ear would
reach the right hemisphere first.

If such anatomical

asymmetry did exist, then laterality of function could be
assessed by measuring the ability of the hemi spheres in
performing a variety of auditory tasks.
In her pioneering w o r k , Kimura

<1961a,

1961b),

studied both normal and neurological patients.

She found

that normal subjects were more accurate in identifying
verbal stimuli presented to the right ear as compared with
the left ear in a dichotic 1istening paradigm.

She also

found that neurological patients with speech represented
in the left hemisphere

(as identified by the sodium amytal

procedure) exhibited a right—ear superiority for verbal
stimuli, whereas patients with right-hemisphere speech
exhibited a left—ear superiority.

These findings were

interpreted to indicate that dichotic listening techniques
could be useful in assessing speech lateralization and in
studying cerebral laterality in the normal brain.
Divided visual field studies.

The use of divided

visual field studies in examining cerebral organization
was pioneered by Sperry and his colleagues in order to

examine the effects of surgical sectioning or discon
nection of some or all of the interhemispheric nerve
tracts in patients suffering from intractable epileptic
seizures.

This medical technique, known as commissur—

atomy, leaves the two hemispheres of the brain unable to
communicate with each other except through subcortical
connecti ons.
Based on the anatomical structure of the visual
system, an experimental technique, known as tachistoscopic
presentation, was adapted to the study of the behavioral
effects of hemispheric deconnection
1967, Sperry,

1966).

(Gazzaniga & Sperry;

The optic nerves of the primary

visual system are arranged such that fibers from the nasal
hemi retina of each eye cross and project to the
contralateral visual c o r t e x , while temporal hemiretinal
fibers project to the ipsilateral visual cortex.

Thus,

stimuli appearing in the right field of vision are
projected to the 1eft visual cortex and stimuli

in the

left field of vision are projected to the right visual
cortex.

By having patients fixate on a central spot and

flashing visual stimuli at a speed assumed to control for
voluntary and involuntary eye movements, stimuli presented
to the right or left of visual fixation can be presented
to the contralateral hemisphere (Gazzaniga, 1970;
Gazzaniga & Sperry,

1967; Sperry,

1968).

The results o-f divided visual field studies conducted
with "split-brained" patients generally supported the
superiority of the left hemisphere in language,
particularly in the production of speech.

Though the

right hemisphere appears to be able to recognize, spell,
and comprehend simple words, the ability to speak,
comprehend sentences and perform complicated linguistic
tasks appears limited to the left hemisphere (Gazzaniga,
1970; Gazzaniga, Bogen, & Sperry,
1971; Sperry,

1967; Nebes & Sperry,

1977).

One difficulty in generalizing the findings based on
clinical studies to the normal papulation is the
inablility to determine what effects the clinical problem
(brain lesion, epilepsy, depression) may have had on the
development and functioning of the patient's brain.

It is

therefore important to examine and compare the findings of
laterality studies conducted with normal individuals,
(i.e. persons without known brain—behavior impairment or
pathology).
Normal Subject Studies
The adaptation of tachistoscopic and dichotic
listening techniques for studying neurological patients
stimulated a great deal of research along similar lines
with normal subjects.

Though interpretations of this

large body of research are hampered by the wide variety of

experimental stimuli, tasks, designs, and procedures used,
some general and relatively consistent findings have
emerged.

For the most part, these findings are consistent

with the findings of clinical studies.
Dichotic 1istening studies.
studies

(1961a,

In Kimura's early

1961b), subjects were asked to recall

items from a list of words presented using a dichotic
procedure.

She found a small but significant superiority

for recall of words presented to the right ear.
right ear

This

(and presummedly left hemisphere) superiority

has been demonstrated with a variety of speech sounds
including digits

(Bryden,

(Kimura and Folb,
and prose

1967; Kimura,

1967), words

I960; S a t z , Achenbach, & Fennel,

(Treisman & Beffen,

1968).

1967),

Right ear

superiority has been found for both verbal and manual
response paradigms and has been demonstrated to be
independent of order-of-report ffects
Geffen, Traub, & Stierman,

(Bryden,

1963;

1978; Zurif & Bryden,

1969).

This right ear superiority is more consistent, and of a
greater magnitude, in right-handed subjects than in lefthanded subjects

(Satz, et a l ., 1967;

Zurif & Bryden,

1969),

a finding that would be expected considering that clinical
evidence shows left-handed individuals are more likely
than right-handed individuals to have speech represented
bilaterally or in the right hemishpere (Corballis,

19B3).

8
Divided visual field studies.

Studies examining

laterality effects with tachistascopic presentation of
language stimuli have also found a general and consistent
left-hemisphere superiority using a variety of languagerelated stimuli and tasks.

Normal subjects tend to

recognize letters and words more rapidly and accurately
when they are presented in the right visual field-left
hemisphere

(RVF/LH) as compared to the left visual field-

right hemisphere

(LVF/RH).

This RVF/LH superiority has been found for both
unilateral
bilateral
Huling,

manual

1973; Cohen,

1972; Hines,

(Gill & M c K e e v e r , 1974; Hines,

1976), and

1976; McKeever &

1971) presentation of stimuli, and for both verbal

(Bryden,
Huling,

(Bryden,

1973; Gross,

1972; Hines,

1976; McKeever &

1971; MacKavey, Curcio, and Rosen,
(Gross,

1972; Strauss,

1975) and

1983) esponse tasks.

Again,

RVF/LH superiority is more consistent and notable in right
handers than in left-handers
McKeever & Van Deventer,

(Bradshaw & Taylor,

1979;

1980).

To summarize, findings based on a number of clinical
observations and experimental studies, with both
neurologically-impaired and normal subjects have
demonstrated a relative dominance of the left hemisphere
in a variety of language functions including speech,

comprehension, and memory.

Though the right hemisphere

has been shown to have the ability to read letters,
numbers, and short words, and to comprehend simple words
and phrases

(Gazzaniga,

1970; Zaidel,

1978), it appears to

have primary importance in the processing o-f perceptual
and spatial tasks

(LeDoux, Wilson, & Gazzaniga,

1977).

Cerebral Dominance and Emotion
More recently, research in cerebral laterality and
■functional asymmetries has expanded to include the
cerebral organization of emotion.

In his review of

hemispheric specialization and emotion, Tucker

(1981)

notes:
For neuropsychological approaches to information
processing to have ecological validity, to develop
concepts that are meaningful

in the context of

everyday experience and behavior, it is necessary
to consider emotional phenomena.

The human organism

is not a closed-loop data processor but a creature
whose cognition is subject to activation and
direction by motivational processes.

A substantial

body of evidence indicates that the two cerebral
hemispheres provide different contributions to
human emotion

(pg.

19).

10
Neuropsychological Studies
Clinical observations.

Clinical observations of

patients with uni 1ateral cerebral 1esions have found
emotional responsivity associated with the site of the
lesion.

In general, patients with left—hemisphere lesions

were more likely to exhibit emotional responses
characterized as catastrophic

(i.e. crying, swearing,

suggestive behavior, and anxiety), wh i 1e right-hemisphere
lesions were more 1ikely to be associated with emotional
indifference
(Gainotti,

(i.e. anosognosia, minimization, and joking),

1972; Goldstein,

1952).

Observations of patients undergoing sodium amytal
testing for speech lateralization also found emotional
responses associated with the cerebral hemispheres.
Significant affective changes fo l 1owi ng hemi sphere
sedation have been reported, with depressive-catastrophic
reactions associ ated with 1ef t—hemi sphere injection, and
euphoric-manic reactions associated with right-hemisphere
injection

(Terzian,

1964).

Psychiatric patients.

Additional support for the

possible lateralization of emotion comes from studies of
unilateral ECT in psychiatric patients.

Deglin

(1973)

reported that 1ef t—hemi sphere stimulation tended to
produce distressed and fearful emotional responses, while
right-hemisphere stimulation was associated with happy,

11
positive responses.

Other reviews indicate that

unilateral right-hemisphere ECT is more effective
therapeutical1y than bilateral ECT in treating patients
with major affective disorders (Galin, 1974; Robertson &
Inglis,

1977).

Flor-Henry

(1974,

1976), in a series of

neuropsychological studies with psychiatric patients,
found that patients diagnosed as having affective
disorders showed a pattern of deficits indicating right
hemisphere frontotemporal dysfunction.

Using a dichotic

listening paradigm, Yozawitz et a l . (1979) examined the
performance of patients with affective disorders and found
left—right ear asymmetries that were similar to
performance asymmetries found in patients with documented
right-hemisphere lesions.
Based on the clinical findings associated with
unilateral brain lesions, epilepsy, or ECT, it has been
suggested that the left hemisphere is specialized for the
processing of positive emotion and the right hemisphere is
specialized for the processing of negative emotion
(Sackeim, Weiman, Gur, Greenberg, & Hungerbuhler, in
Tucker,

1981).

Again, it is important to test such

propositions by examining hemispheric contributions to
emotional processing in normal individuals.

12
Normal Subject Studies
Reviews of studies examining cerebral dominance and
emotion in neurologically intact subjects have
consistently supported the clinical findings of cerebral
asymmetry for a variety of emotional stimuli and tasks
(Bryden,

19B2; Tucker,

(in Tucker,

1981).

Davidson and his associates

1981), studied EEG activity and emotion in

normal subjects and found a left frontal lobe activity
associated with thinking about positive affect and right
frontal

lobe activity associated with thinking about

negative affect.
Dimond, Farrington, & Johnson

(1976) used special

contact lenses that limited vision to a single hemiretina,
allowing longer presentation of visual stimuli.

They

selectively presented emotionally provocative films to
each cerebral hemisphere and found that subjects tended to
rate films presented to the right hemisphere as more
unpleasant as compared to left hemisphere or simultaneous
presentation.

Using the same methodology and measuring

heart rate to indicate emotional response, Dimond &
Farrington

(1977) found that subjects' heart rate

increased when affectively negative (unpleasant) films
were presented to the right hemisphere and affectively
positive (pleasant)
hemi sphere.

films were presented to the left

13
Dichotic listening studies.

Studies utilizing a

dichotic listening technique have found small but
consistent left-ear

(right-hemisphere) superiority in

identifying the emotional content of both verbal and
nonverbal auditory stimuli
Carmon & Nachshon,

(Bryden, Ley, & Sugarman,

1973; Haggard & Parkinson,

19B2;

1971).

Of

particular note is a study conducted by Ley and Bryden
(1982).

They paired short sentences spoken in happy, sad,

angry, and neutral voices with neutral sentences of
similar semantic content.

Subjects were instructed to

attend to a given ear and asked to report both the
emotional tone and content of the target sentence.
Subjects showed a left—ear advantage for identifying voice
tone and a right—ear advantage for identifying the
content.

This study demonstrated that content and emotion

judgments had apposite effects in the same subjects, with
the left ear

(right-hemisphere) being dominant for

judgments of emotion.
Divided visual field studies.

Research utilizing the

tachistoscopic presentation of stimuli has also found
cerebral asymmetry in the processing of emotional stimuli.
Suberi & McKeever

(1977) had 72 female right-handed

subjects memorize photographs of either emotional or
nonemotional faces and then to discriminate memorized from
nonmemorized unilaterally presented faces.

They found

14
•faster reaction times to emotional -faces presented to the
le-ft visual field and this LVF/RH superiority Mas greater
for subjects memorizing emotional as opposed to
nonemotional faces.
Ley & Bryden

(1979) used line drawings of five adult

male faces, each showing emotional expressions ranging
from very positive to neutral to very negative.

A face

was first presented laterally to either the right or left
visual field, and then a second face was presented in
central vision.

Right-handed subjects

(3 male and 17

female) were asked to judge whether the two faces were the
same or different for both type of character and type of
emotion expressed.

A significant LVF/RH superiority was

found for both character and emotion judgments.
Subsequent covariance analysis indicated the LVF/RH
superiority for emotional

judgments remained after the

effects of face recognition had been partialled out.
(Previous research has found a consistent LVF/RH
superiority for the general recognition of
tachistoscopically presented faces; Geffen, Bradshaw, &
Wallace,

1971; Hilliard,

1973; Patterson & Bradshaw,

1975).
Reuter— Lorenz & Davidson

(1981) used bilateral

presentation of emotional and neutral facial photographs

15
and reported a significant visual field by emotion
interaction.

Emotional and neutral expressions of the

same individual were presented simultaneously, one to each
visual f i e l d , and 28 right—handed subjects were required
to judge

(using a manual response) which face was the

emotional face.

Using this bilateral presentation, they

found faster reaction times for happy faces presented to
the RVF/LH and for sad faces presented to the LVF/RH.
La d a v a s , Umi1ta, & Ricci-Bitti

(1980) measured

discriminative reaction times to six emotional facial
expressions in 12 male and 12 female right-handed
subjects.

Subjects were required to discriminate

manual response)

(using a

between target and nontarget faces

presented to either the right or 1eft visual field.
Female subjects exhibited faster response times to stimuli
presented to the left visual f i e l d , whereas no response
asymmetries were found for male subjects.
Strauss & Moscovitch

(1981) studied cerebral

asymmetry in the perception of emotional stimuli for 16
male and 16 female right—handed subjects.

They used

photographs of male and female faces expressing three
different emotions: happy, sad, and surprised.

The faces

were presented unilaterally in pairs to either the right
or left of central fixation and subjects were required to
judge

(using a manual

response) whether the faces were the
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same or different.

In general, Strauss & Moscovitch

reported a LVF/RH superiority for females but not for
males.

No clear-cut asymmetries for positive and negative

expressions were found.
Duda Sc Brown

(1984) failed to replicate the findings

of Reuter-Lorenz & Davidson

(1981).

Using the same

bilateral-manual response paradigm, they found a LVF/RH
superiority in reaction time to happy faces and no visual
field asymmetry effects for sad faces.

Both male and

female subjects exhibited a LVF/RH superiority for
accuracy and speed in processing happy as opposed to sad
faces.

They also reported significant effects for sex of

subject, with females, but not males, responding faster to
stimuli presented to the LVF/RH than to the RVF/LH.

No

significant visual field asymmetry was found for accuracy
data.

As Reuter—Lorenz & Davidson

(1981) did not report

the sex distribution of their subjects, nor consider sex
of subject as a factor, it is not possible to adequately
compare these two studies.
Two studies have attempted to assess possible lateral
asymmetries for emotion using language stimuli.
Landis, & Goodglass

Graves,

(1981) used a bilateral presentation-

manual response paradigm to present emotional or neutral 4letter words paired with nonsense words in a lexical
decision task.

It should be noted that the 12 emotional

words used in this study were <with the exception of the
word "love") negative in affective content
rape, etc.).

(fear, hate,

12 female and 12 male right—handed subjects

were asked to judge which word was the "real English
w o rd".

Though reaction times were recorded, only accuracy

data were reported.

Both male and female subjects were

more accurate in recognizing emotional words as compared
with nonemotional words when presented to the LVF/RH, but
no such difference was noted for words presented to the
RVF/LH.

Thus, principally negative emotional content of

the words appeared to improve recognition when presented
to the LVF

(right hemisphere).

Strauss

(1983) failed to rep1icate the findings of

Graves, et a l . (1981).

Using the same experimental

procedures in a lexical decision t a s k , she used both
positive and negative words (as rated by 12 subjects) and
required 10 male and 10 female right-handed subjects to
judge which word was the "real English wor d " .

She found

an overal1 RVF/LH superiority for accuracy in recognition
for both positive and negative words.

She then conducted

another experiment with 20 different male and female
subjects using the identical word 1ist used by Graves et
a l . (1981).

Both emotional and nonemotional words were

more accurately recognized when presented to the RVF/LH
than to the LVF/RH.

No other main effects or interactions
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were significant.

These findings did not support the

hypothesis that emotional words would improve recognition
when presented to the right hemisphere.

It should be

noted, however, that the lexical decision task used in the
Landis et a l . <1981) and Strauss

<1983) studies required

subjects to attend only to the lexical or language
properties of the stimuli
emotional content.

(word—nonword) and not the

It is therefore possible that this

task did not adequately tap the affective components of
the 1anguage stimuli.

The grouping of words into general

"positive" and "negative" categories without regard for
the type of emotion may well be inappropriate,
particularly in 1ight of the findings of studies using
facial stimuli of different emotional expressions.
Tucker

As

(1981) n o t e d , “Some of the incongruities regarding

hemispheric involvement in positive and negative emotions
in the 1iterature may be due to the diversity of emotions
that would be termed positive or negative^ depression and
fear could be rated equally negative but could be expected
to have different implications for neuropsychological
activation patterns and information processing

(pg. 34). '*

In summary, a variety of clinical studies have found
evidence suggesting a 1ateral asymmetry of emotion.

In

general, positive emotional expression has been associated
with left hemisphere functioning/right hemisphere damage
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and negative expression has been associated with right
hemisphere functioning/left hemisphere damage.

Studies

with normal subjects tend to find a right—hemisphere
superiority for emotional stimuli

in gene r a l , with mixed

findings concerning the effects of emotional valence on
lateral asymmetries.

The complexity and variety of the

experimental paradigms and types of stimuli as well as the
various task demands of these studies severely hamper
clear interpretational conclusions.
Methodological Considerations
Though individual variations in performance are
f o u n d , the generally consistent findings for both
neurologically-impaired and normal subjects has led many
investigators to consider the dichotic and divided visual
field procedures useful in the study of cerebral
lateralization in normal subjects.

The use of such

procedures, however, poses many problems for
interpretation of data and theory.
uti1ize a divided visual field

As this study wi 11

(DVF) presentation of

stimuli, methodological considerations and concerns
associated with this procedure wi 11 be reviewed in some
detai1.
All DVF studies of cerebral organization are based on
the neurological arrangement of the primary visual system
which allows for information/stimuli occurring to the

right or left of the point of visual fixation to be
projected to the contralateral hemisphere.

Task

performance is generally measured in terms of accuracy or
reaction time (speed), the hypothesis being that the
hemisphere specialized or superior in the processing of a
task w i 11 perform faster and more accurately than the
hemisphere which is non—dominant for that task.

Several

factors are important in affecting the validity and
reliabi1ity of findings from DVF studies, including
fixation control, stimulus presentation time, position of
stimulus from c e n t e r , uni lateral vs. bilateral
presentati o n , and verbal vs. manual response measures.
Fixation Control
A major consideration in improving the 1ikelihood
that stimuli are presented to the required retinal
positions is the careful and consistent fixation by the
subject on a central position.

Studies have used both

direct and indirect methods for assuring central fixation
on task trials.

Direct methods involve the use of

technical and somewhat complicated equipment such as video
camera recordings of subjects eye movements (Geffen,
Bradshaw, & Nettleton,

1972) or electrooculography,

detects minute eye movements (Dimond

81

which

Beaumont, 1972).

Indirect methods include the use of a centrally
positioned digit or symbol which is reported by the
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subject.

Trials in which the subject is unable to

correctly report the central figure are typically
disregarded.

The most wel1-known and popular of the

indirect methods was devised by McKeever and Huling

(1971)

and involves the use of a central fixation "space" which
is fi11ed by a single digit appearing with the laterally
presented stimuli.

Subjects are report this digit to

ensure central fixation.

A consideration with having the

subject report the central figure is the possible confound
of this additional task with the processing of the
laterally presented stimuli
Huling

(Hines,

1972).

McKeever and

(1972) conducted a series of studies systematical1y

examining the effects of reporting a central digit on a
number of different response tasks and found no
significant effect on lateral asymmetries.
The majority of DVF studies do use some type of
central fixation procedure, though the methods can vary
significantly.
and Huling

Indirect methods, such as that of McKeever

(1971), are frequently u s e d , as they are simple,

require no additional equipment, and have been shown to
have minimal effects on lateral asymmetries.
Stimulus Presentation Time
A related concern in assuring accurate lateral
presentation of stimuli is the amount of time during which
the stimulus is presented to the subject.

Of concern is
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the latency of the saccadic eye movement needed to bring a
stimulus presented laterally into foveal vision.

A number

of studies have examined saccadic eye movements and the
general finding is that mean saccadic latencies are in the
range of 180-200 milliseconds (Cohen, 1977).

In his

review of methodological issues in DVF studies, Young
(1982) suggests an estimate of the upper 1 imit of
acceptable stimulus presentation times would be ISO ms for
studies wi th moderate to 1arge numbers of subjects.

The

exact presentation to be used depends on the demands of
the task and previous relevant research findings.
Stimulus Placement
In order to avoid presenting stimuli to possible
bilaterally projecting fibers of the central retina and to
assist the accuracy of fixation cont r o l , it has been
suggested that stimuli be offset from center by more than
1 or 2 degrees

(Young, 1982).

Visual acuity along the

horizontal meridian of the visual field decreases with
increasing distance from the center fixation
1962).

(Alpern,

Thus most investigators present stimuli within an

outer 1imit of 5-6 degrees from fixation

(Young, 1982).

Stimuli presented within 2 —6 degrees of fixation have been
found to yield generally consistent lateral asymmetries
for a variety of DVF studies.
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Unilateral vs. Bilateral Presentation
Visual field asymmetries have been found with both
unilateral and bilateral presentation of stimuli.
Unilateral presentation involves the presentation of a
single stimulus to either the right or left of center.
Bilateral presentation involves the simultaneous
presentation of stimuli to the right and left visual
fields.

The choice of presentati on depends in part on the

nature of the study and the task demands, but Dimond
(1972) has suggested that bilateral presentati on causes
the cerebral hemispheres to function to some extent as
independent channels, thus providing a more accurate
assessment of the capacities of each.

Studies comparing

the magnitudes of visual field asymmetries obtained under
unilateral and bilateral presentati on have found no
differences in magnitude (Hines,

1976) or differences

favoring 1arger asymmetries in the bilateral conditions
(McKeever,

1971).

As Young

(1982) notes,

"At present,

t h e n , there are no compel1ing reasons to favor uni 1ateral
or b i 1ateral presentati o n , and the choice can st i 11 be
made according to the preferences of investigators and the
requirements of particular studies

(pg. 21)."

Choi ce of Responses and Measures
Typically, DVF studies use a vocal or manual
response, and accuracy and/or reaction time as a dependent
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measure.

Accuracy is the simplest measure to use but

caution must be taken to consider overall levels of
accuracy when comparing task performances.

Recent

attempts have been made to develop a statistical measure
of accuracy which would yield a "laterality index" for an
individual subject's performance
S p r o t t , 1981).

(Birkett, 1977; Bryden &

This measure would have statistical

properties al1owing significance tests based on the normal
distribution of errors and is computed by comparing the
degree of 1ateralized differences in accuracy level with
the subject's overal1 performance 1e v e l .

One drawback in

accuracy data is the probabi1ity of answering correctly by
g u essing, and the overal1 error or accuracy rates of
subjects should be examined careful1y .
Reaction time measu r e s , though considered somewhat
more sensitive than accuracy measures, also need to be
considered careful1y when conducting data analysis.

The

majority of DVF reaction time studies involved having
subjects respond manually in deciding between two
alternative possibi1ities
e t c . ).

(word-non—w o r d , same-different,

Utilizing a centrally positioned response

apparatus can help avoid the potential confounding effects
of handedness and position of the hands frequently
associated with manual responses involving fine motor
movement of both hands on individual response keys
Brown,

1984).

(Duda &
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When using reaction time measures it is important to
keep the variance o-f the reaction times as low as possible
(Young,

1982), and high levels of practice are frequently

used to ensure that subjects are responding as quickly as
possible while reducing err ors.

In addition, it is usual

to discard or repeat trials when errors are made, either
in reporting central
response.

fixation or in correctness of

As yet there is no generally accepted procedure

for such decisions and these should be considered prior to
conducting a study

(Young,

1982).

The choice of which type of response and measures to
use is based primarily on the purpose of the research and
the methodologies used in previous studies.

Ideally,

studies using reaction time measures should also examine
accuracy, as speed-accuracy trade-offs in performance can
complicate interpretations and conclusions.
Design and Procedure
Because conclusions based on the dependent measures
are directly related to the theoretical conceptualizations
of cerebral processing

(i.e. inter—hemispheric transfer of

information; functional dominance), investigators must
carefully examine response patterns and individual
differences in performances.

Variations in performances,

either within a given subject's performance or between
groups of subjects are crucial in establishing the
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reliability of a chosen procedure.

Research conducted

with normal subjects has generally been conducted in such
a way as to prohibit just such observations.
In DVF studies, there is an almost overwhelming
predominance of r e s e a r c h e r s ' reporting only group data,
while i gnori ng i ndi vi dual patterns of perf orma n c e , either
within or across differing task dimensions.

Those few

studies reporting an individual laterality index for
subjects have consistent1y found significant differences
in asymmetries, with some subjects fai1ing to exhibit the
expected functional asymmetry and even exhibiting
asymmetry patterns opposite to those predicted
19B2; Bryden & S p r o t t , 1981).

(Bryden,

Consi dering the relatively

high degree of within and between-subject variability
common1y associated with laterality methods used to study
cerebral organization and dominance in normal subjects, it
is inappropriate to ignore individual differences in task
performance.

A more methodological1y sound procedure

would be to compare s u b j e c t s ' performance across tasks in
order to systematical1y examine factors which are believed
to effect cerebral asymmetry.

The choice of factors and

experimental manipulations would ideally be derived from a
specific theory of cerebral organization.
Theoretical Considerations
A critical problem in researching cerebral
asymmetries is the lack of a sound theoretical framework

from which to evaluate the experimental results.

Because

most studies examining normal subjects have not been
derived from a theory of cerebral organization, findings
tend to accumulate in such a manner as to preclude
meaningful

interpretations.

According to Bryden

(1982),

the main goal or purpose of research attempting to examine
hemispheric specialization in the normal brain is to
associate different patterns of cerebral organization with
differing behavioral consequences.
Cohen

(1982) provided an extensive review of the

general conditions and criteria necessary for a theory of
cerebral organization.

She proposed a combined structural-

dynamic model as providing the best explanatory and
predictive power.

A structural model

is based on the

premise that functional cerebral asymmetries arise because
brain structures that mediate a particular function are
1ateralized to one hemishpere more than the other.
Currently there is a great deal of direct and indirect
evidence from a variety of clinical and neuropsychological
studies supporting that anatomical, neurochemical, and
electrophysiological

asymmetries are associated with a

variety of cognitive functions, emotional processes and
psychiatric disorders
1981).

(Cohen,

1982; Ulexler, 1980; Tucker,

Cerebral asymmetries are generally related to both
the degree of the specialization

(absolute vs. relative)

and the nature of specialization

(verbal vs. spatial

stimuli, serial vs. parallel processing, and lower vs.
higher order processing).

The current body of research on

cerebral asymmetries strongly supports a relative
specialization model, which proposes that functions are
not wholly lateralized to one hemisphere or the other, but
that one hemisphere may perform particular functions more
efficiently

(faster and more accurately) than the other.

Asymmetries

tend to be found with higher order rather

lower order

functioning such as language and spatial

organization processes.

than

The left hemisphere is found to

be especially efficient in sequential processing

(such as

that used in verbal and language stimuli) while the right
hemishpere is especially important in holistic and spatial
processing.
To explain the variability commonly observed within a
subject's performance on a particular task, the combined
model also includes some form of dynamic mechanism
(attentional/arousal processes) which influences the
functioning of fixed structures.

Kinsbourne

(1975)

proposed an attentional model of lateral asymmetry based
on a number of studies that have found functional
asymmetries affected by "priming" subjects for various
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stimulus types and task demands.

For example, left

hemisphere superiority for words and letters can be
enhanced when subjects are led to expect verbal stimuli
and a verbal

"set" is established

(Cohen, 1982).

Selective attentional or arousal mechanisms are proposed
to decrease, increase or even reverse performance
asymmetries, depending on the nature and allocation of
attention and the relevant cerebral organization

(Cohen,

1982).
It has been suggested that emotional material may
affect cerebral asymmetries.

Bryden

(1982) reports the

findings of two studies conducted by Ley where perceptual
asymmetries were affected by having subjects hold a word
list in memory between measurements on a lateralization
task.

When the lateralization task involved the

recognition of a tachistoscopical1y presented face, the
LVF/RH superiority was enhanced when subjects memorized
either emotionally positive or negative words.

When the

lateralization task involved the dichotic presentation of
5

top consonant syllables

(pa, da, etc.), memorizing

emotional words reduced the usual right—ear/left
hemisphere superiority.

Based on these results, Bryden

(1982) suggested that thinking about emotional material
produces a general activation of right-hemispheric
process.

The findings of differential increases in
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hemispheric EEG activity and heart rate as associated with
postive and negative affective-cognitive processing
suggests that both hemispheres are affected by emotional
content.
Tucker

(1981) has proposed an arousal model of

hemispheric asymmetry and emotion based on his extensive
review of clinical and experimental studies of laterality
and emotion.

Basically, he proposed a model of emotional

laterality in which "...separate arousal processes
dynamically

(tune) the relative contributions of the left

and right hemispheres in ongoing conceptualizations
42)."

(pg.

Thus emotional processes can be conceived of as

dynamic factors which can influence lateral asymmetries in
cognitive functioning.
The following theoretical assumptions of cerebral
organization related to language and emotion are derived
from the conceptualizations and models described by Cohen
(1982) and Tucker
1)

(1981):

Functional asymmetries in cerebral organization

of language and emotional processing exist.
2)

These asymmetries are relatively, rather than

absolutely, 1ateralized and are affected by both the type
of information or stimuli processed, and the nature of
that processing.
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3)

These lateral asymmetries are affected by dynamic

processes such as selective attention and arousal
mechanisms.
Based on the above model of cerebral organization,
and a review of both clinical and normal studies of
lateral asymmetry and emotion the following general
research hypotheses are proposed:
1)

That cognitive functions known to be lateralized

(such as language) can be affected by emotional arousal.
2)

That emotion is differentially represented in the

left and right hemispheres, with positive emotional
content associated with the left hemisphere and negative
emotional content associated with the right hemisphere.
The testing of such a model using a divided visual
field paradigm with bilateral presentation of stimuli
would entail a research design utilizing
stimuli

1) language

(words) of different affective content/meaning

(e.g. happy vs. sad) and 2) tasks involving instructions
designed to facilitate attention to the affective content
of the verbal stimuli
decisions).

(e.g. lexical vs. affect—salient

Basically, this research design would involve

presenting words of different affective meaning

(happy and

sad) paired with 1) nonsense words, for a task requiring a
choice decision based only on the lexical content of the
word, and 2) neutral words, for a task requiring a choice
decision based on attention to the affective content of

the word.

The main variables in this design are visual

-Field (right and left) , word type (happy and sad) , and
task

(attention to lexical content vs. affective content).
It is predicted that when attention is directed to

the affective content of the words, differential arousal
of the left and right hemispheres wi 11 effect the speed
and accuracy of the response.

Thus, in a task requiring

attention to the word—nonword decision

(lexical t a s k ) , it

is expected that there w i 11 be no significant difference
in the speed or accuracy of response between the happy and
sad words in either the LVF/RH or the RVF/LH.

However,

when the task requires a decision based on the affective
content of the word

(affect-salient t a s k ) , it is expected

that happy words w i 11 be processed faster and more
accurately than sad words when presented to the RVF/LH,
whi1e sad words wi11 be processed faster and more
accurately than happy words when presented to the LVF/RH.
It is expected that a RVF/LH dominance for the words w i 11
be found irrespective of task and affective content of
word.

The effects of interest in this study are thus the

main effect for visual field and the three-way visual
field x task x word type interaction.

The predicted

pattern of results is presented in Figure 1.
The basic contentions of this model are that functional
or behavioral asymmetries are related to the individual's
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-0 Happy Words
-X Sad Words

Response

Time

(ms)

slower

-faster

LVF/RH

RVF/LH

LVF/RH

RVF/LH

Affect-salient Task

Lexical Task

Response Time Data

# of

Correct

Responses

13

LVF/RH

RVF/LH

Lexical Task

LVF/RH

RVF/LH

Affect-salient Task

Accuracy Data
Figure 1.

Hypothetical Response Time and Accuracy Results as a

Function of Task, Visual Field, & Word Type.
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cerebral organization asymmetries and are affected by
attention and arousal mechanisms.

Subjects' functional

asymmetries on a language task should be affected by
having them attend to different emotional contents due to
the subsequent differential arousal of the hemisphere
proposed to be dominant for the particular affect.
Rationale and Purpose of the Proposed Study
Cognitive theorists have demonstrated the importance
of the interaction between cognitive and emotional factors
in a variety of affective disorders
Ellis,

(Beck, 1967,

1962, 1976), particularly depression.

contention is that cognitions

1976;

The basic

(usually in the form of

negative self-statements and perceptions) can affect the
way an individual responds emotionally to an event or
circumstance.

As noted earlier, studies with patients

suffering from affective depressive disorders have
behavioral and psychoneurological performance deficits
similiar to those found in patients with right hemisphere
damage or dysfunction.

Understanding the cerebral

organization and processing interactions of languagerelated cognitions and emotional experience has important
implications for the etiology and treatment of affective
di sorders.
There is a dire need for theory—generated,
systematically conducted research which would allow the

testing of hypotheses related to cerebral organization and
•functional consequences.

The purpose of the proposed

study is to systematically examine the effects of
emotional content on the cerebral organization of language
processing.

Specifically, this study was designed to

expand and clarify the findings of the Graves et a l .
(1981), and Strauss

(1983) studies of emotional word

content on language asymmetries.

Problems related to

these two studies include the small number of subjects
tested; the lack of appropriate, matched word stimuli;
failure to include an emotion— specific task condition;
failure to report both reaction time and accuracy data
findings

(Graves et a l ., 1981); and failure to report

between-subject variations in performance.

Method
Subjects
30 male and 30 -female undergraduate students were
recruited for participation in the study according to the
policy and procedures established by the Psychology
Department's Research with Human Subjects Committee.
Subjects received class credit for participation in the
study.
vision

All subjects had normal or corrected—to—normal
(20-20), as measured by a small, hand-held Snel1ing

vision chart viewed from a di stance of 24 inches
(consi stent with the viewing di stance in the experimental
presentation).

Subjects were administered a short

screening measure to eliminate those who have or have had
current problems of a neurological nature

(see Appendix

A) .
Subjects were right-handed, as measured by the
Edinburgh Handedness Inventory

(Oldfield,

1971).

This

inventory measures hand preference by asking subjects to
indicate which hand they prefer to use for 10 different
manual tasks (e. g. writing, draw i n g , throwing, using a
toothbrush).

A laterality quotient is computed by summing

the number of positive responses each for the left and
right hands, subtracting the sum of the left hand from
that of the right h a n d , dividing that total by the total
number of items (10) and multiplying that number by 100.
This quotient can range from -100 indicating extreme left
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handed preference, to +100, indicating extreme righthanded preference.

Oldfield administered this inventory

to 1128 male and female undergraduate students and found a
clearly bimodal distribution of laterality quotients, with
about 50X of those students with positive quotients having
laterality quotients above 80, and SOX of those with
negative quotients having laterality quotients less than
—76

(Oldfield,

1971).

Factor analysis of the Edinburgh

Handedness Inventory indicated that this measure does
measure a unitary handedness factor that is stable across
sex and over a test-retest interval
1980; White & Ashton,

1976).

(McFarland & Anderson,

Subjects were included in

the study if they achieved a laterality quotient equal to
or greater than +80 on the Edinburgh Handednes Inventory
(Day,

1977).

Appendix B shows the Edinburgh Handedness

Inventory.
Verbal Stimuli
A sample of 64 words,

(16 "happy",

16 "sad", and 32

"neutral") were selected from word lists developed by
Thorndike-Lorge
(1968).

(1944) and Paivio, Yuille, & Madigan

All words were familiar

(frequently found in

English literature - Thorndike-Lorge count at least 40,000
occurences per 1,000,000 words), and between three and six
letters in length.

Previous research assessing lateral

asymmetries with verbal stimuli have found language
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asymmetries affected by word imagery
abstract/concrete meaning

(Day, 1979) and

(Ellis & She p e r d , 1974).

In

addition, words catagarized as "happy" and "sad" may vary
in their intensity of meaning
vs miserable).

(i.e. glad vs. ecstatic; sad

To date, those studies using emotional

words have not evaluated the effect of intensity of
meaning on lateral asymmetries, and attempts are made in
this study to control

for any onfounding effects of

meaning or imagery that may comp1icate interpretations.
Using the rating procedure established by Paivio, et
a l . (1968), these 64 words were rated in a pi lot study by
26 female and 20 male undergraduate students.
were rated on intensity of meaning

The words

(happy or s a d ) , ease of

imagery arousal, and degree of abstract/concreteness.
Emotional

intensity was rated by asking subjects to rate

each word on the degree of intensity the meaning of the
word had for the emotion of "happiness" and "sadness".
Ratings were made using a 7-point scale, with 7 indicating
the highest emotional
1owest emotional

intensity and 1 indicating the

intensity.

Ratings for "happiness" and

"sadness" were made separately for a l 1 words.
Ratings for imagery arousal were obtained by having
subjects' rate each word as to the ease with which it
aroused a mental

image.

Ratings were made using a 7-point

scale with 7 indicating most ease and 1 indicating least
ease in imagery arousal.
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Subjects were also asked to rate each word on the
ability to refer to actual objects, materials, or persons
<concreteness), as opposed to abstract concepts.

A seven-

point rating scale Mas used, M i th a rating of 7 indicating
very concrete and a rating of 1 indicating very abstract
meaning.
Words Mere included in the "happy" group if they
received a mean rating equal to or greater than 4.50 on
the happiness scale, and a mean rating less than 1.50 on
the sadness scale.

Words Mere included in the "sad" group

if they received a mean rating equal to or greater than
4.50 on the sadness scale, and less that 1.50 on the
happiness seale.

Neutral words Mere selected if they

received a mean emotional intensity rating less than 2.75
on both happiness and sadness scales.
Mords,

A total of 52

13 in each of the four word type catagories

(happy,

s a d , happy-neutral, sad-neutral) Mere selected for use in
the study.
Analysi s of vari ance conducted on the Happy and Sad
words selected for use indicated no significant difference
between the groups on the emotional intensity ratings <M =
5.39 & 5.52, respectively), imagery ratings

(M = 4.17 8t

4.19, respectively) or concreteness ratings

(M = 2.44 &

2.73, respectively).
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Analysis of variance conducted on the ratings for the
neutral words selected for use in the emotional task word
pairs found no significant difference between the ratings
for the neutral words paired with the happy words, and the
neutral words paired with the sad words for either imagery
ratings

(M = 3.32 & 3.42, respectively) or concreteness

ratings

(M = 3.06 & 3.25, respectively).

Lexical Task
In the lexical decision task, subjects were required
to respond to the "real English word".

Happy and sad

words were paired with nonsense words constructed by
rearranging the letters of the target word.

Appendix C

shows the word pairs for this task.
Affect-salient Task
In the affect-salient decision task, subjects were
required to respond to the "emotional word".

Happy and

sad words were paired with neutral words matched for word
length

(within 1 letter) and equated as closely as

possible for abstract meaning and imagery ratings.
Appendix D shows the word pairs used in this task.
Tachistoscopic Presentation
Stimuli■

The verbal stimuli were presented using a

bilateral presentation paradigm, with word pairs presented
simultaneously to both visual fields.

The words were

typed in black lower case letters on white 3" x 5" unlined
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cards and photographed -for 35 mm slide presentation.

The

word pairs were presented horizontally, with the center of
the word positioned 18 mm to the right or left of a
centrally positioned digit.

The words thus appeared

within a range of 4-8 degrees to the right or left of the
fixation digit when rear— projected to the viewing screen
positioned 24 inches in front of the subject.

A digit

(rangi ng from 1—9) was used to control for central
fixation on the individual trials and was randomly
assigned to individual slides.
Two slides were prepared for each word pair, with the
target word on one slide appearing to the left of the
center digit and on the other slide to the right of the
center digit.

For both tasks, the thirteen happy and

thirteen sad words were presented once to each visual
field, for a total of 26 trials per visual field and a
total of 52 trials per subject for each task.

The order

of slide presentation for each task was initially
randomized and each subject received the same order of
slide presentation.
Four emotional

(two happy, two sad) and four neutral

words not used in the experimental trials were sed for
practice trials to familiarize the subjects with the
experimental procedure. The four emotional-nonsense word
pairs were used for practice trials prior to the lexical
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task and the -four emotional-neutral word pairs were used
•for practice trials prior to the affect-salient task.
Each target word was presented twice to each visual field
for a total of 16 practice trials per task.
Apparatus.

The slides were presented using a Kodak

650H Ektagraphic 111 E automatic projection tachistoscope
with an electronic timer that automatically presented the
si ides for 100 msec.

The slides were automat ical1y

advanced at 5 second intervals to allow for the recording
of response data.

The stimuli were presented on a rear-

projected screen positioned 24 inches in front of the
subject.

Viewing distance and position were standardized

by use of a chin rest.
Manual response.

The manual response device

consisted of a 4" handle attached to a single pole, double
throw switch and was
orientation.

positioned in an upright, central

The response device was connected to the

tachistoscope and timer such that when the on-pulse of the
slide presentation activated the timer, movement of the
response lever either to the left or right of center
closed the circuit and stopped the timer.
responded with their dominant

All subjects

(right) hand, as there was

no apriori reason for assuming that the use of the right
or left hand would effect the task x word type x visual
field interactions of interest in this study.
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Dependent Measures
Response latencies.

The time between stimulus onset

and the subject's manual response was recorded by a
Lafayette Instruments digital clock/counter

(model 54035).

This unit contains a 5-digit electronic read-out capable
of timing in .001 second increments.

The timer was be

automatically activated by the presentation of a slide and
deactivated by pressing the response 1e v e r , either to the
right or left of cent e r .

The mean response time

(in msec)

for the 13 happy and 13 sad words presented to each visual
field for both task conditions was calculated for each
subject and used in the data analysis.
Accuracy.

The mean number of correct responses for

he happy and sad words presented to each of the visual
fields for both task conditions was calculated for each
subject and used in the data analysis.
Design and Procedure
The study utilized a randomized block design with a
three-factor factori al arrangement of treatments.

Each of

the three within-subjects factors had two levels,
resulting in a Task

(lexical, affect—salient) x Word Type

(happy, sad) x Visual Field

(left, right) design.

The

order of task presentation was random, with half of the
subjects performing the lexical task first and half of the
subjects performing the affect-salient task first.

The
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task-appropriate practice trials were conducted prior to
the experimental tasks.
Subjects first read an explanation and consent form
(see Appendix E ) .

After consenting to participate in the

study, subjects were tested for normal vision,
neurological history, and hand preference.

Subjects then

were administered the practice and experimental trials,
counterbalanced for order effects.

A 3 —minute delay was

utilized between the practice and experimental trial sets.
Subjects read printed instructions

(see appendix F &

G> which asked them to move the response lever to the left
if the target word was presented in the left visual field,
and to the right if the target word is presented to the
right visual field.

Subjects were required to report the

central fixation digit following the manual response.
Trials on which the central digit was not correctly
reported were discarded.
Following the completion of the experimental conditions,
the subjects were asked to rate the 52 stimulus words
using the identical procedure followed in the pi lot study.
These ratings were compared with the ratings made by the
pilot group to provide a manipulation check for the
independent variable.

Results
Sample Characteristics
30 male and 30 female undergraduate students
participated in the study.

All subjects had normal or

corrected—to—normal vision as measured by a hand-held
Snellen chart.

The mean laterality quotient as measured

by the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory Mas 93.33
S.84; range = 80 — lOO).
was 21.62 years

(sd =

The average age of the subjects

(sd = 4.57; range = IB - 44).

Analysis of

variance indicated no significant difference between male
and female subjects for age or handedness.

All subjects

denied a history of previous neurological injury as
indicated by negative responses to items 1—6 on the
Neurological Screening Questionnaire.
No subject failed to correctly identify the central
fixation digit on more than 6% (3/52) of the trials in
either task and 90 V. of the subjects correctly identified
the fixation digit on 100% of the experimental trials.
Statistical Analysis
Analysis of Variance

(AN0VA) with repeated measures

was conducted separately on the accuracy and response time
data. Sex and order of task presentation were treated as
between subject variables, while t a s k , visual field, and
word type were treated as repeated

measures.

Duncan's

Multiple Range Test was used for the planned comparison of
means.

Effect size was calculated using eta

<>/sS effect/SS effect + SS error) ,the square of which
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represents

the proportion of variance accounted -for in

the model by the effect of interest.
Manipulation Check.

Analysis of variance with

repeated measures was conducted on the ratings of the 52
stimulus words generated by the pi lot and experimental
group subjects.

Sex and group were treated as between-

subject variables, with word type (happy, sad, neutral)
treated as a repeated measure.

Table 1 shows the means

and standard deviations for the word ratings by group.
There was no significant effect for sex of subject or
group on any of the word type ratings, indicating that the
experimental subjects did not rate the stimulus words
significantly different from the pi lot group used to
select the stimuli.
Accuracy Data.

Table 2 shows the mean accuracy

scores as a function of t a s k , visual field, and word type.
Table 3 shows the results of the repeated measures ANOVA
for the accuracy data.

There was no significant main

effect for sex of subject.

The mean number of correct

responses was 10.26 (79%) for male and 10.38 (80%) for
female subjects.

There was no significant main effect for

order of task presentation.

The mean number of correct

responses when the lexical task was presented prior to the
affect-salient task

(order 1) was 10.20 (78%) and 10.44

(80%) for the reverse sequence (order 2).

There was no
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a
Word Rating Means and Standard Deviations -for Pilot and
b
Experimental Groups for Stimulus Word Types.
Table 1.

Rating
Word Type

Happy

Happy

M

SD

Sad

M

Imagery

SD

M

SD

Concrete

H

SD

Pilot

5.39

(0.73)

1. 14 (0.29)

4. 17 (1.56)

2.44

(1.14)

Experimental

5.58

(0.82)

1.34

(0.67)

3.80 (1.39)

2. 18 (1.18)

Pi lot

1. 18 (0.32)

5.52

(0.71)

4. 19 (1.40)

2.73

(1.13)

Experimental

1.34 (0.72)

5.56

(0.93)

3.91

(1.44)

2.71

(1.40)

Pilot

1.92 (0.87)

1.74 (0.70)

3.32

(0.80)

3.06

(0.72)

Experimental

2. 13 (1.04)

1.99 (0.75)

3. 13 (0.78)

3. 13 (0.80)

3.42

3.25

Sad

Happy/Neutral

Sad/Neutral
(0.67)

Pi 1ot

1.74

Experi mental

2. 12 (1.06)

a
N = 46
b
N = 60

1.61

(0.59)

1.85 (0.78)

(0.97)

3. 11 (0.89)

(0.77)

3. 16 (0.85)
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Table 2.

Means, Standard Deviations, Visual Field Advantages

•for Accuracy and Response Time

(ms) Data as a Function of

Task, Visual Field, and Word Type.

Variable
Lexical Task

Accuracy

Mean

(SD)

Response Time

Mean

(SD)

Happy Words
Right Visual Field

11.47

(1.42)

676

(118)

Left Visual Field

9.63

(1.94)

780

(134)

Advantage

1.84

104

Sad Words
Right Visual Field

12.08

(1.03)

664

(111)

Left Visual Field

9.23

(2.34)

819

(185)

Advantage

2.85

155

Affect-salient Task
Happy Words
11.40

(1.86)

722

(123)

Left Visual Field

9.30

(2.45)

834

(127)

Advantage

2. 10

Right Visual Field

112

Sad Words
10.90

(1.59)

734

(115)

Left Visual Field

8.53

(2.46)

836

(134)

Advantage

2.37

Right Visual Field

102
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Table 3.

Results of Analysis o-f Variance with Repeated Measures

for Accuracy Data.

Source

df

MS

F

P<

Sex

1

1.52

0.20

ns

Order

1

6.77

0.88

ns

Sex x Order

1

4.22

0.55

ns

56

429.10

2.35

.001

Task

1

39.10

11.97

.001

Sex x Task

1

3.50

1.07

ns

Order x Task

1

12.35

3.78

.05

Sex x Order x Task

1

5.42

1.66

ns

Mord

1

B.27

2.53

ns

Sex x Mord

1

0.60

0.18

ns

Order x Mord

1

3.17

0.97

ns

Sex x Order x Mord

1

0.10

0.03

ns

Task x Mord

1

16.50

5.05

.05

Sex x Task x Mord

1

0.75

0.23

ns

Order x Task x Mord

1

1.75

0.54

ns

Sex x Order x Task x Mord

1

0.10

0.03

ns

Field

1

627.92

192.27

Sex x Field

1

9.35

2.86

ns

Order x Field

1

10.50

3.22

ns

Sex x Order x Field

1

1.10

0.34

ns

Task x Field

1

0.35

0.11

ns

Sex x Task x Field

1

0.00

0.00

ns

Order x Task x Field

1

12.35

3.78

.05

Sex x Order x Task x Field

1

5.00

1.53

ns

Mord x Field

1

12.35

3.78

.05

Sex x Mord X Field

1

0. 17

0.05

ns

1.10

0.34

ns

Error (Id/Sex x Order)

Order x Mord x Field

.001

Sex x Order x Mord x Field

1

1.52

0.47

ns

Task x Mord x Field

1

4.22

1.29

ns

Sex x Task x Mord x Field

1

0.05

0.02

ns

Order x Task x Mord x Field

1

0.75

0.23

ns

Sex x Order x Task x Mord x Field

1

0.02

0.01

ns

392

3.27

Error
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significant main effect for word type.

The mean number of

correct responses for the happy words was 10.45 (BOX), and
10.19 (78X) for the sad words.
There was a significant main effect for T a s k , F(l,
392) = 11.97, £> < .001, with words in the lexical task
identified more accurately than words in the affect—
salient t a s k , (M = 10.60 & 10.03, respectively).

The main

effect for Task accounted for 3X of the total variance.
There was also a significant main effect for Visual
Field, F (1, 392) = 192.27, [i < .001, with words being
identified more accurately in the RVF/LH than in the
LVF/RH,

(M = 11.46 & 9.18, respectively).

The main effect

of Visual Field accounted for 32X of the total variance.
Three two-way interactions were significant.

There

was a significant Order x Task interaction, F (1, 392) =
3.78, £ < .05, indicating that words were identified most
accurately in the lexical task when that task was
presented after the affect—salient task
10.88 & 9.99, respectively).

(order 2),

(M =

This lexical task advantage

was less marked when the lexical task was presented prior
to the affect-salient task
respectively).

(order 1),

(M = 10.32 & 10.0B,

The Lexical task advantage was .89 for

order 2 and .24 for order 1.

The Order x Task interaction

accounted for 17. of the total variance.

There was a significant Task x Word Type effect,
F (1, 392) = 5.05, p < .05, with happy words being
identified more accurately than sad words in the affectsalient task

<M = 10.35 & 9.72, respectively), and less

accurately than happy words in the lexical task
& 10.66, respectively).

<M = 10.5

There was a .63 advantage

for happy words in the affect-salient task and a .11
advantage for sad words in the Lexical task.

The Task x

Word Type interaction accounted for 17. of the total
variance.
Finally, there was a significant Word x Visual Field
interaction, F(l, 392) = 3.78, p <_ .05, with sad words
being identified less accurately than happy words when
presented to the LVF/RH

(M = 8.88 & 9.46, respectively),

but not when presented to the RVF/LH,
respectively).

(M = 11.49 & 11.43,

There was a happy word advantage of .58

for the LVF/RH and a sad word advantage of .06 for the
RVF/LH.

The Word Type x Visual Field interaction

accounted for 17. of the total variance.
The Order x Task x Visual Field interaction was also
significant, F (1, 392) = 3.78, £ < .05, indicating that
when the Lexical task was given after the Affect— salient
task

(order 2), words in the lexical task were more

accurately identified relative to words in the affectsalient task when presented to the RVF/LH (M = 12.06 &

10.80, respectively), but not when presented to the LVF/RH
(M = 11.48 & 11.50, respectively.

When the lexical task

was presented prior to the affect—salient task

(order 1),

words in the lexical task were identified more accurately
than words in the affect-salient task when presented to
the LVF/RH (M = 9.17 & 8.65, respectively), but not when
presented to the RVF/LH (M = 11.48 & 11.50, respectively).
For the order 2 presentation, there was a 1.27 lexical
task advantage when words were presented to the RVF/LH,
and a .70 advantage when words were presented to the
LVF/RH.

For the order 1 presentation, there was a .02

affect-salient task advantage when words were presented to
the RVF/LH, and a .52 Lexical task advantage when words
were presented to the

LVF/RH.

This relationship is

illustrated in Figure

2.

interaction accounted

for 17. of the total variance.

The Order x Task x Visual

Field

The three-way Task x Visual Field x Word Type
interaction of interest for the theoretical model
presented was not significant.
Response Time Da t a .

The mean response times and

standard deviations, measured in mi 11iseconds (ms), as a
function of t a s k , word type, and visual field are
presented in Table 2.

Table 4 shows the results of the

repeated measures ANOVA for the response time data.
was no significant main effect of sex of subject.

There
The
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Lexical Task
12.5
Responses

10.5

Mean

# of

Correct

Affect Task
12.0
(11.50)
(11.48)

11.5
11.0

10.0

9.5
(9.17)
9.0
8.5
8.0

RVF/LH

LVF/RH

Order 1

Responses

12.0

Correct

12.5

10.5

(12.07)

11.5
0

Mean

# of

(10.80)

10.0

(9.70)
9.5
(9.18)
9.0
8.5
8.0

RVF/LH

LVF/RH

Order 2
Figure 2.

Order x Task x Visual Field Interaction for

Accuracy Data.
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Tabic 4.

Results o-f ftoalymis

Variance with Repeated Measures

of

■for Response Ties Data.

F

df

MS

Sex

1

0.12

1.33

ns

Order

1

0.07

o.es

ns

Sex x Order

1

0.20

2.27

ns

56

4.96

13.51

.001

Task

1

0.26

39.74

.001

Sex x Task

1

0.19

2.94

ns

Order x Task

1

0.19

29.40

.001

Sex x Order x Task

1

0.05

7. 65

.01

Word

1

0.01

1.82

ns

Sex x Word

1

0.00

0.09

ns

Order x Word

1

0.00

0.70

ns

Sex x Order x Word

1

0.00

0.65

ns

Task x Word

1

0.00

0.19

ns

Sex x Task x Word

1

0.01

2.30

ns

Order x Task x Word

1

0.00

0.15

ns

Sex x Drder x Task x Word

1

0.00

0.22

ns

Field

1

1.67

257.34

Sex x Field

1

0.00

0.07

ns

Order x Field

1

0. 11

16.62

.001

Sex x Order x Field

1

0.01

1.25

ns

Task x Field

1

0.12

2.35

ns

Sex x Task x Field

1

.020

3.75

.05

Order x Task x Field

1

0.00

0.09

ns

Sex x Order x Task x Field

1

0.00

0. IB

ns

Word x Field

1

0.01

1.87

ns

Sex x Word X Field

1

0.00

0.61

ns

Order x Word x Field

1

0.00

0.00

ns

Sex x Order x Word x Field

1

0.00

0.36

ns

Task x Word x Field

1

0.03

4.27

.05

Sex x Task x Word x Field

1

0.02

3.56

ns

Order x Task x Word x Field

1

0.00

0.02

ns

Sex x Order x Task x Word x Field

1

0.00

0.01

ns

392

0.01

Source

Error (Id/Sex x Order)

Error

P<

.001
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mean response time was 742 ms for female subjects and 774
ms for male subjects.

There was no main effect for order

of task presentation.

The mean response time for subjects

receiving the lexical task prior to the affect—salient
task

(order 1) was 770 ms.

The mean response time for

subjects receiving the affect-salient task prior to the
lexical task

(order 2) was 745 ms.

There was a significant main effect of T a s k , F (1,
392) = 39.74,

^ < .O O l , with words in the lexical task

being responded to faster than words in the affect-salient
t a s k , (M = 735 & 781, respectively).
advantage was 46 ms.

The lexical task

The main effect of Task accounted

for 9 V. of the total variance.
There was a significant main effect of Visual F i e l d ,
F (1 , 392) = 257.34, £ < .001, with words presented to the
RVF/LH responded to faster than words presented to the
LVF/RH,

(M = 699 & 817, respectively).

The RVF/LH

advantage was 118 ms. The main effect of Visual Field
accounted for 40% of the total variance.
Two two-way interactions were significant.

There was

a significant Order x Task interaction F ( 1, 392) = 29.40,
£ < .001,indicating that the lexical task speed advantage
was significantly effected by the order of task
presentation.

The lexical task advantage was 87 ms

702 & 789, respectively)

(M =

when that task was presented
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following the affect— salient task

(order 2), but only

7 ms (M = 767 & 774, respectively) when that task was
presented prior to the affect-salient task

(order 1).

The

Order x Task interaction accounted for 77. of the total
variance.
There was a significant Order x Visual Field
interaction, F,

(1, 392) = 16.62,

< .001, indicating

that the RVF/LH response time advantage was greater when
the lexical task was presented prior to the affect—salient
task

(order 1),

(M = 696 & 845, respectively) than when

presented following the affect—salient task
= 701 & 790, respectively).

(order 2),

(M

When the lexical task was

presented prior to the affect—salient task, a 149 ms
advantage was found for the RVF/LH.

When the lexical task

was presented following the affect-salient t a s k , the
RVF/LH advantage was only 89 ms.

The order x visual field

interaction accounted for 47. of the total variance.
Three three-way interactions were significant.

There

was a significant Sex x Order x Task interaction, F (1,
392) = 7.65, (j < .O l .

The Order x Task effect was more

pronounced for male subjects than for female subjects.
When the lexical task was presented following the affectsal ient task

(order 2), a lexical task advantage of 119 ms

(M = 722 & 841, respectively)

was found for male subjects.

A similar but much smaller advantage of 53 ms (M = 683 &
736, respectively)

was found for the female subjects.
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When the lexical task was presented prior to the affectsalient task

(order 1), a 1 ms advantage for the affect-

salient task

(M = 765 8e 766, respectively) was found for

the male subjects and a 17 ms advantage for the lexical
task

(M = 76B 8c 7B2, respectively) was found for the

female subjects.

Figure 3 illustrates this relationship.

The Sex x Order x Task interaction accounted for 2% of the
total variance.
There was a significant Sex x Task x Visual Field
interaction, F (1, 392) = 3.75, £ < .05.

hale subjects

showed a significant lexical task advantage for both the
RVF/LH and LVF/RH

(56 ms 8e 62 ms, respectively) while

female subjects showed a significant lexical task
advantage for the RVF/LH
ms).

(60 ms) but not the LVF/RH

Figure 4 illustrates this relationship.

(9

The Sex x

Task x Visual Field interaction accounted for 10% of the
total variance.
The Task x Word Type x Visual Field interaction was
significant, F

(1, 392) = 4.27,

< .05.

A Word Type x

Visual Field effect was found for the lexical task but not
for the affect-salient task.

In the lexical task, happy

words were responded to faster than sad words when
presented to the LVF/RH

(M = 780 & B19, respectively), but

not when presented to the RVF/LH
respectively).

(M = 676 8c 664,

In the lexical task, there was a 39 ms
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-0
860

■X

(ms)
Time

Affect Task
(841)

840

Response

Lexical Task

820
800
780
760

(766)
(765)

740
(722)

Mean

720

680
Order 2

Order 1

Male Subjects
860

Response

Time

(ms)

840
820
800
780

(782)
(768)

760
740
(736)

Mean

720
700
(683)
680
Order 1

Order 2

Female Subjects
Figure 3.

Sex x Order x Task Interaction for Response Time Data.
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O

Lexical Task

*

Affect Task

(863)

840
820
800

(801)

Response

780
760

Mean

Time

(ms)

860

720

(743)

740

700
(6B7)
680
RVF/LH

LVF/RH

Male Subjects
820

Time

(ms)

800

(807)
(798)

780
760

Mean

Response

740
720
(712)

700
680
660

(652)
640
LVF/RH

RVF/LH

Female Subjects
Figure 4.
Time Data.

Sex x Task x Visual Field Interaction for Response

advantage for happy words words presented to the LVF/RH,
and a 12 ms advantage for sad words presented to the
RVF/LH.

In the affect-salient t a s k , there was a 2 ms

advantage for happy words presented to the LVF/RH, and a
12 ms advantage for happy words presented to the RVF/LH.
Figure 5 illustrates this relationship.

The Task x Visual

Field x Word Type interaction accounted for 17. of the
total vari ance.
Laterality Index.

The between-subject vari ation was

significant, F (56, 392) = 13.51, jd < .O O l , supporting the
importance of consideration of individual differences in
performance.
Sprott

Following the recommendation of Bryden and

(1981), individual response patterns for lateral

asymmetries were examined by computing a laterality index
based on the log-odds ratio of correct responses for the
right and left visual fields.

This formula is based on

the odds ratio P(right)/ (l-P(right)), P ( l e f t >/(1-P(left)).
The calculation of this ratio ind e x , h o w e v e r , is passible
only if perfect scores are not obtained by the subject.
In the case of perfect performance, subtracting the
subject's proportion of correct responses from the total
possible yields a zero for either the numerator or
denominator and a missing value for that subject.
Depending on the task and visual field, missing data
ranged from 47/60 subjects on the Lexical task to 14/60 on

Happy Words
840

Time

(ms)

Sad Words
820

(819)

800
780

(780)

Mean

Response

760
740
720
700
6B0

660
RVF/LH

LVF/RH

Lexical Task

Time

(ms)

840

(836)
(834)

820
800

Mean

Response

780
760
740
(734)
(722)

720
700
680

RVF/LH

LVF/RH

Affeet-saliant Task
Figure 5.

Task x Visual Field x Word Type Interaction for

Response Time Data.

the Affect-salient task.

For descriptive purposes, an

index of laterality was calculated for each subject by
subtracting the total number of correct responses to words
presented to the LVF/RH from the total number of correct
responses to words presented to the RVF/LH and dividing by
the total number of errors

(for use when overall accuracy

levels are greater than 50%, Bryden,

1979).

A positive

index indicates a RVF/LH advantage and a negative index
indicates a LVF/RH advantage for word recognition.

Table

5 shows the individual laterality indicis for the 30 male
and 30 female subjects for the lexical and affect—salient
tasks.
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Table S.

Lateralitv Indicia for Mala and Pm lale Subieets Per

1

•antal lacka.

Hale

Fmale

IM

Lax seal

Affect-salient

Lexical

Affect-oalient

1

.43

.24

.50

.80

2

.84

.84

1.00

.76

3

.54

.56

1.00

.68

4

.75

.60

.83

.73

S

.25

.62

.60

.32

6

.75

.69

.17

.76

7

.47

.47

.43

.40

a

.60

.53

.60

.57

9

.17

1.00

.29

.69

io

.08

.43

.80

.67

11

.84

.00

.34

.26

12

.14

.50

.44

.30

13

.23

.33

.40

.78

14

.43

.36

.71

.75

IS

.33

.09

1.00

.20

16

.60

.14

.27

.67

17

.18

.23

.78

.40

18

1.00

-.14

2.00

.33

19

.33

.25

1.00

.27

20

.60

.20

1.00

.43

21

1.00

.00

.75

.05

22

.27

-.50

.25

.50

23

.11

.00

.33

.33

24

>1.00

.11

.33

.23

2S

.50

-.27

.33

.50

26

-.50

.23

1.00

.00

27

.11

-.14

.00

.14

28

.00

-.11

.40

-.54

29

1.00

-.43

-.27

.00

30

-.56

-.23

1.00

-.73

Di scussion
The purpose of this study was to systematically
examine the effects of emotional content on the cerebral
organization of language processing.

Based on the

theoretical models and conceptualizations described by
Cohen

<1982) and Tucker

(1981), three general assumptions

of cerebral organization related to language and emotion
were specified.

Basically, the model proposed that

functional or behavioral asymmetries are related to
individual cerebral organization asymmetries and are
affected by attention and arousal mechanisms.
Specifically, it was predicted that functional asymmetries
in the processing of language would be affected by having
subjects attend to different emotional content due to the
differential arousal of the hemisphere dominant for the
particular affect.

Based on T u c k e r 's review of lateral

asymmetries and emotion, it was postulated that negative
affect is moderated primarily by the right hemi sphere and
positive affect moderated primari1y by the left
hemisphere.

Thus, it was hypothesized that when attention

was directed to the affective content of words,
differential arousal of the left and right hemispheres
would effect the speed and accuracy of the response.

It

was predicted that there would be no significant effect of
emotional word content on a task requiring a decision
based only on the lexical properties of the stimuli.
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In

this task, it was predicted that the usual visual field
asymmetry favoring the left hemisphere for the processing
of language stimuli would be found, with no effect of
affective content.

When the task required a choice

decision based on attention to the affective content of
the words, it was predicted that happy words would be
processed faster and more accurately than sad words when
presented to the RVF/LH, while sad words would be
processed faster and more accurately than happy words when
presented to the LVF/RH.

A general RVF/LH dominance or

superiority for word processing was predicted regardless
of task or word type effects.
The results of the present study supported the
prediction of a general RVF/LH superiority in processing
verbal stimuli for both accuracy and speed of response.
Response time was a more sensitive measure of lateral
asymmetry than accuracy, which is consistent with previous
research findings

(Young, 1982).

Both response time and

accuracy data yielded consistent patterns of performance
and there was no apparent trade-off in speed/accuracy.
The finding of a significant lateral asymmetry favoring
the right visual field/left hemisphere is consistent with
the findings of a wide variety of studies examining
lateral asymmetries and language processing (Bryden,
Young,

1982).

The visual field effect in the current

1982;
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study accounted for more of the variance than the
remaining significant effects combined.
The pattern of results predicted by the interaction
of the task, word type, and visual field variables
Figure 1) was not supported.

(see

The pattern of results for

the accuracy and response time data were consistent,
though only the response time data reached statistical
significance for the three-way interaction.

The results

of this study were essentially apposite to those
predicted;

in the lexical t a s k , happy words were processed

faster than sad words when presented to the LVF/RH but not
in the RVF/LH.

There was no effect of emotional content

on the processing of words in the affect-salient task.
Thus, the effect of affective content on visual field
asymmetry was found for the task requiring no particular
attention to the affective content of the stimuli.
It is difficult to postulate a reasonable explanation
for the finding that a word type effect was found in the
lexical task and not in the affect-salient task.

If it is

postulated that affective content may have effected
performance without specific attention to that content
(lexical decision), it would be reasonable to expect a
simi lar, if not enhanced, effect when attention is
specifically directed towards that content
decision).

(affect-salient

The finding that the experimental tasks were not
equivalent in terms of either accuracy or speed of
performance increases the interpretive difficulty.

In

general, subjects performed more slowly and less
accurately on the affect-salient task than on the lexical
task.

This finding suggests that asking subjects to

attend to the affective content of the words resulted in a
more difficult or higher-order processing than simply
recognizing a word.

The effect of this task difference on

lateral asymmetry is not clear.

One possibility is that

the relative difficulty of the affect-salient task led to
increased left hemi sphere arousal for the processing of
the 1anguage stimuli, thereby overwhelmi ng any secondary
influence of the right hemi sphere for the emotional
content.

In the relatively simpler lexical

discrimination, the effects of the right hemisphere may
have been aroused by the emotional content of the w o r d s ,
leading to a differential effect for the happy and sad
words.

This effect is, how e v e r , in the opposite direction

of that hypothesized.

Happy words were processed f a s t e r ,

as oppossed to s l o w e r , than sad words in the LVF/RH.
pattern is similar to that found by Duda and Brown
in their study of emotional faces.

This

(1984)

They found a LVF/RH

advantage in recognizing happy, but not s a d , faces.
Unfortunately, when examining such comparisons within a
visual field, it is not possible to determine whether
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the difference in performance is due to enhanced
processing of the happy words or inhibitory processing of
the sad words.
Several factors seem important when considering these
findings, particulary in light of the difficulty involved
in explaining this pattern considering current theoretical
model s.

F i r s t , though the interaction effect is

statistically significant, the magnitude of the difference
(39 ms)

in the LVF/RH is quite small.

Second, the amount

of variance in the total model explained by this effect is
only 17..

The meaningfulness of such a discrepant finding

appears questionable at best.

Additionally, subsequent

analysis removing the effects of task order and treating
task as a between-group variable, found that only the main
effect for visual field

(favoring the RVF/LH) was

significant.
In the present study, the fastest and most accurate
mean performances where obtained for words presented to
the RVF/LH, and the slowest and least accurate mean
performances were obtained for words presented to the
LVF/RH.

This was found in both the lexical and affect-

salient tasks.

These findings do not support the

contention of Graves, et a l . (1981) that emotional words
are recognized especially well in the left visual field
(right hemisphere).

Asking subjects to attend to the
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affective content of the words did not improve the
LVF/RH speed or accuracy in processing the words.
The current findings are consistent with those of
Strauss (1983), who found that both negative and positive
words were recognized especially well in the RVF/LH as
oppossed to the LVF/RH.

She concluded, "These findings

suggest, that in normal people, the left hemipshere plays
the critical role in processing 1inguistic information
even when that information includes emotional words
101)."

(pg.

In her replication of the Graves, et a l . (1981)

study, Strauss (1983) found a significant main effect for
word type differences, but also failed to support the
contention that emotion improved LVF/RH processing of
words.
A second major purpose of the present study was to
examine the effects of individual differences on lateral
asymmetries.

Though previous research has consistent1y

reported 1arge between—subject variations in performance
on lateral asymmetry studies, data is usually presented
for groups of subjects.

Examination of individual

performances on tasks has shown that some subjects fai1 to
exhibit the 1ateral asymmetry of interest and even
demonstrate a reverse asymmetry

(Bryden,

1982).

An examination of the present findings clearly
demonstrates the importance of individual differences in

lateral asymmetries obtained using a divided visual field
procedure.

Significant differences in lateral asymmetries

were found between individual subjects for both tasks.
This pattern of individual differences was consistent with
the findings of other investigators reporting individual
perf ormances (Bryden it S p r o t t , 1981; Y o u n g , 1982) .

The

finding that about 24% of the subjects failed to show a
marked RVF/LH advantage for the verbal stimuli confirms
the importance of subject factors.

Young

(1982) noted the

importance of control 1ing for individual differences when
making between-group comparisons, including the stategies
or processes used to solve the experimental task.

The

present findings certainly support such concerns.

It

may be that task differences affected subjects
differently,

increasing the variabi1ity of performance

both between subjects and across tasks.

The lack of

consistency in performance asymmetries among subjects
seriously impairs the reliabi1ity of any conclusions based
on group averages, and the validity of implications for
more general models of cerebral organization.
The present study was also designed to control for
the effects of a variety of methodological and
experimental variables 1ikely to confound and complicate
the interpretation of results.

A major goal was to

examine the effects of emotion on language processing
using a sample of stimulus words equated on an a priori
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basis for factors found in previous research to have a
significant effect on verbal lateral asymmetries.

These

factors included word frequency, emotional intensity,
imageablitiy, and abstract meaning.
a l . <1981) nor Strauss

Neither Graves, et

(1983) adequately controlled for

these potentially confounding factors and both studies
found a significant main effect for word type.
In the Graves et a l . <1981) s t u d y , emotional words
were processed more accurately than non—emotional words.
In the Strauss

(1983) study, a main effect for word type

was also fou n d , with positive words being processed faster
and more accurately than negative words, and emotional
words processed faster and more accurately than nonemotional words.

Duda and Brown

(1984), in their study of

emoti onal faces, also found a significant main effect for
emotionality; happy faces were processed faster than sad
faces.

In the present s t u d y , happy and sad words

(as well

as the neutral words) were carefully matched for
frequency, intensity of meaning, imageabi1i t y , and
abstractness.

Using this stimuli sample, no main effects

of word type were found and word type did not interact
with sex of subject.
Though a comprehensive review/di scussion of sexrelated differences in cerebral laterality and cerebral
organization is beyond the scope of this study, a mention
of the importance of sex of subject as a complicating

factor in divided visual field studies is warranted.

Sex

interacted with word type or visual field in some manner
in each of the studies discussed above.

In his

comprehensive review of sex differences in visual field
studies, Fairweather

<1982) found that of 49 studies using

a variety of verbal stimuli, 42 found no significant
effect for sex of subject on lateral asymmetries, 5 found
that males were more 1ateralized than females, and 2 found
that females were more 1ateralized than males.

The

results of studies finding sex differences in lateral
asymmetries are conf1icting and general1y inconclusive
(Bryden, 1979; Corbal1 is,

<1983); Fairweather, 1982).

Though sex of subject is seldom found to result in a
significant main e f f e c t , it frequently interacts with a
variety of task, stimuli, and response factors.

In the

present s t u d y , differences in processing of the two tasks
uti1ized interacted with sex of subject and visual field.
The task di fferences and the subsequent effects on order
of presentation and sex of subject further demonstrate the
sensitivity of the divided visual field procedure to
methodological factors.

Such sensitivity makes comparing

findings from similar but not identical studies extremely
difficult and complicated, increasing the difficulty in
interpretation and generalization of divided visual field
studi es.
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Using a matched sample of word stimuli, the present
study found strong lateral asymmetries favoring the RVF/LH
for both males and females.

Both the Graves et a l . (1981)

and Strauss (1983) studies failed to find lateral
asymmetries for their

female subjects due to interaction

effects of word type and visual

field performance with sex

of subject.
The results of the present study c 1ear1y indicate the
importance of methodological considerations in divided
visual

field studies (Young,

1982).

It is important to

note that even when stimuli were carefully matched,
experimental variables (fixation, response mode, etc.)
controlled, and a relatively large number of subjects
used, the results of the present study for the interaction
effect of interest were inconsistent with generally
accepted models of cerebral organization.

Conclusions
The general assumption that lateral asymmetries for
language processing exist, and that the left hemisphere is
dominant

for that processing was supported.

However, the

present findings did not support the hypothesis that
either emotional content in general, or speci fic emotional
valence is a signi ficant factor in the cerebral processing
of words.

This may be due, at least in p a r t , to the

di f ferences previously noted in the experimental tasks.
Additionally, asking the subjects to attend to the
emotional content of the word may not have served to
sufficiently arouse any existing capacity of the right
hemisphere for processing affeetive visual—verbal stimuli.
The magnitude of the RVF/LH advantage found for the verbal
stimuli

in this study was large, particularly for response

speed, suggesting that any emotional advantage of the
LVF/RH would be negligible in terms of language
processing.
The uti1ity of using a divided visual

field procedure

for studying cerebral hemisphere asymmetries for emotional
processing of language is questionable.

The sensitivity

of the methodology to a wide variety of factors including,
but not 1imited to, stimuli characteristics, response
modes, subject variables, and task manipulations seriously
hampers the reliability of measures.
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The gross nature of
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the procedure and the complicated nature of the
neurophysiological process studied makes determination of
the validity of the results difficult.
These methodological and theoretical problems are not
unique to the divided visual field procedure; more
sensitive measures of brain functioning such as EEG and
evoked potential data also pose interpretational
difficulties related to reliabi1ity and validity factors
(Tucker,

1981).

However, the consistent and fairly

reliable left hemisphere advantage for language processing
may preclude any meaningful sensitivity of the DVF
procedure for emotional salience in language processing.
One potentially promising use of the divided visual
field procedure would be to create more homogeneous groups
by selecting subjects based on individual lateral
asymmetries for a particular function

(language, spatial,

etc.) prior to the experimental manipulation, in order to
reduce between-subject variation.

Comparisons

could then be made between groups of subjects having
different lateral asymmetries.
The usefulness of the divided visual field procedure
for the study of lateral asymmetries

will ultimately

depend on the willingness of researchers to carry out
systematic programs designed to control and evaluate the
effects of confounding factors instead of postulating post
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hoc explanations for single study results.

Addressing,

rather than ignoring, the effects of individual
differences will be crucial for meaningful interpretation
of experimental findings.

Increasing efforts should also

be directed to establishing the reliability of specific
measures of laterality, both for between—subject and with
in subject performance.
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Appendix A
Neurological Screening Questionnaire
Name:

ID #

Age: ___________________________

Sex:M F
(circle one)

Circle Y -for YES and N -for NO to answer each of the
questions written below:
N

Y

1.

Have you ever sustained a head injury resulting
in loss of consciousness?

N

Y

2.

Have you

N

Y

3.

Have you ever had a Central Nervous System
disease such as meningitis, encephalitis, etc.?

N

Y

4.

Have you

N

Y

5.

Have you ever received electro—convulsant
shock treatment?

N

Y

6.

Have you ever undergone

N

Y

7.

Do you currently have any visual problem that
is not corrected by glasses or contact lenses?

N

Y

8.

Are any members of your immediate family
(mother, father, sisters/brothers,
grandparents) primarily left-handed?

ever had

ever had

seizures of any kind?

a stroke?

brain surgery?

Please describe briefly any serious medical problem or
illness which you have experienced:

______________________
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Appendix B
Edinburgh Handedness Inventory
ID #__ _________
Instructionss

SEX:

M

F

(circle one)

AGEs

________

Please indicate your preferences in the use

of hands in the following activities by putting + in the
appropriate column.

If in any case you are really

indifferent put + in both columns.
require both hands.

Some of the activities

In these cases the part of the task,

or object, for which hand preference is wanted is
indicated in parenthesis.

Please try to answer all the

questions and only leave a blank if you have no experience
at all of the object or task.
TASK

LEFT

1)

Writing

2)

Drawing

3)

Throwing

4)

Scissors

5>

Toothbrush

6)

Knife

7)

Spoon

8)

Broom

9)

Striking match

10)
L.Q.

(without fork)

(upper hand)

Opening box

(match)

(lid)

RIGHT
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Appendix C
Lexical Task Word Pairs
Nonsense

Sad

fun

unf

bad

adb

2.

joy

oyj

sad

sda

3.

glad

dgla

weep

epwe

4.

glee

eelg

loss

os Is

5.

enjoy

jneyo

pity

ityp

6.

happy

ahypp

death

atedh

7.

laugh

aghul

empty

mtpye

8.

glory

yglro

crying

gniyrc

9.

cheer

rehce

misery

isyrem

o
•

Nonsense

Happy

hi iss

lbssi

sorrow

rrowos

11.

thrill

hriltl

suffer

fusefr

12.

excite

cteixe

lonely

neylol

13.

loving

ngi vlo

defeat

tdefae

1

.
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Appendix D
Emotional Task Word Pairs
Happy

Neutral

Sad

Neutral

■fun

soul

bad

calm

2.

joy

sea

sad

hour

3.

glad

cost

weep

seed

4.

glee

idea

loss

mind

5.

enjoy

fate

pity

duty

6.

happy

handle

death

theory

7.

laugh

ghost

empty

genius

8.

glory

manage

crying

harbor

9.

cheer

moral

mi sery

dream

10.

hi i ss

power

sorrow

memory

11.

thri11

route

suffer

chance

12.

excite

belief

lonely

advice

13.

loving

moment

defeat

method

1

.

Appendix E
Explanation and Informed Consent Form
This study is designed to measure visual perception.
You will he asked to choose between two words briefly
presented on a slide screen by moving a hand-held lever.
There wi11 be two different types of tasks and the specific
instructions wi11 be given before each task.

You w i 11 have

several practice trials before each task begins.

Each task

consists of 52 slides with a short break between the tasks.
The entire session w i 11 last about 20-30 minutes.

Prior to

the experimental session, you wi 11 be asked to complete a
short questionnaire and you wi 11 be administered a standard
vision screening to ensure that you can adequately see the
visual stimuli which w i 11 be presented.
The experimenter wi 11 be present throughout the session
and w i 11 answer any questions you may have during the
session.

Your participation is entirely voluntary and you

may withdraw from participating in the study at any time.
1 agree to participate in the experiment on visual perception
being conducted by Margaret Launius, M. A.

I understand that

my participation is voluntary and that I may withdraw from
the study at any time without penalty.

Name:
Date:

Appendix F
Lexical Task Instructions
The purpose of this study is to examine visual perception
and manual response speed.

The response device consists

of a handle which you can move to either the right or left
of its center position.
al1 responses.

You wi 11 use your right hand for

A siide projector w i 11 automatical1y

present a slide on the screen in front of you.

Each siide

wi11 have a single digit number in the center.

To the

1eft and right side of the number w i 11 be one word; either
a real English word or a nonsence word.

Each siide has a

center digit and one English word and one nonsence word.
Notice the marked space in the center of the screen.

You

wi11 need to focus your eyes on that spot when the word
pairs are presented.

The center number w i 11 appear in the

open space with the words appearing to the right and left
of the number.

Your task is to move the hand lever as

quickly as passible to the side (right or left) in which
the real English word appears.
presented looks like hot

9

For example, if the siide

toh, you would move the lever

to the l e f t , because the word hot appears to the left of
the number 9.

After you have made your manual response,

you w i 11 then say out loud the number appearing in the
center space;

in this case it would be 9.

be shown for a very brief time.

Each siide w i 11

Right before the slide
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will be presented, the experimenter will say 11Ready",
which is your cue to -focus or fixate on the center space.
Remember, your task is to respond to the real English word
as quickly and accurately as you possibly can.

The

experimenter will now lead you through some practice
trial s.

9B

Appendix G
Affect—salient Task Instructions
The purpose of this study is to examine visual perception
and manual response speed.

The response device consists

of a handle which you can move to either the right or left
of its center position.
al1 responses.

You will use your right hand for

A siide projector wi11 automatically

present a slide on the screen in front of you.

Each siide

w i 11 have a single digit number in the center.

To the

left and right side of the number w i 11 be an English word.
One word wi11 have emotional meaning and one wi 11 not.
Each siide has a center digit and one emotional word and
one non-emotional word.
center of the screen.

Notice the marked space in the
You wi 11 need to focus your eyes on

that spot when the word pairs are presented.

The center

number will appear in the open space with the words
appearing to the right and left of the number.

Your task

is to move the hand lever as quickly as possible to the
side

(right or left) in which the •motional word appears.

For example, if the siide presented looks 1 ike mad

3

pst , you would move the lever to the left, because the
word mad (referring to the emotion of ang e r ) appears to
the left of the number 3.

After you have made your manual

response, you wi11 then say out loud the number appearing
in the center space;

in this case it would be 3.

slide will be shown for a very brief time.

Each

Right before

the slide will be presented, the experimenter will say

"Ready", which is your cue to focus or fixate on the
center space.

Remember, your task is to respond to the

•motional word as quickly and accurately as you possibly
can.

The experimenter will now lead you through some

practice trials.
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